Case Study

Managing IT and Staying Ahead of the
Curve in the Manufacturing Industry

BACKGROUND
As a third-generation family business, Company ABC had established itself as one of the prominent
manufacturing companies leading the design, production, and application of windows and doors.
Headquartered in Rhode Island and armed with over 60 years of experience, Company ABC is known
for its specialized knowledge of the window manufacturing sector, technical proficiency, and product
feature customization. The New England manufacturer consistently remains ahead of the competition
by foreseeing what’s next in the home improvement industry. However, in the face of rising
cybersecurity threats, informational data protection and IT efficiency became prominent concerns for
the manufacturer. Company ABC enlisted the help of NetCenergy five years ago and has since been
able to experience consistent growth.

CHALLENGES
IT is Constantly Evolving

In the face of an ever-evolving IT industry and the frequent release of ground-breaking technology,
Company ABC was unsure of how to navigate the decision to update its equipment’s computer
systems. With only one technology-specific employee, the lack of resources hindered the company’s
potential to fund new technological advancements while simultaneously scaling the business.

One Employee Can’t Keep Up with the Ongoing Changes

With a variety of responsibilities for Company ABC’s singular IT employee, it was difficult to prioritize
network security maintenance because IT was not the employee’s sole responsibility. System
maintenance and updates were often neglected and at times forgotten because of the limited
workforce. Clearly, the employee needed greater support to effectively manage the company’s
technology network. This employee required the help of a team of trained engineers to handle the
complicated aspects of IT, which included security, cyber security, and data back-up. Company ABC
lacked the time, resources, and IT experience necessary to stay afloat in the ever-changing field of
technology.

Alleviating Damage Caused by a Harmful Virus

Company ABC faced extreme difficulty in protecting its computer networks from harmful viruses. The
infiltration of a computer virus can be tremendously problematic because of the replicative nature of
the code, giving the virus the ability to delete data off the affected computers, disrupt the workforce’s
daily operations, and erase all company information from its network. The growing issue of IT security
became an unrelenting concern for ABC’s small team to handle in an effective manner. These concerns
prompted Company ABC to recruit a team of security experts who could protect the company’s
information system from theft or damage.
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APPROACH
Supporting Internal Employees

After an intensive network audit, NetCenergy outlined the steps that needed to be taken to update Company
ABC’s entire infrastructure, including software, hardware, and the virtual server environment. NetCenergy also
provided additional support to the company’s internal IT employee by creating a service plan that facilitated the
management of the company’s network system as a whole. The comprehensive plan focused on the client’s most
pressing concerns: security, cyber security, and data backup. NetCenergy’s experienced team of professionals
provided crucial IT support that fit the unique needs of the company.

Remote Help into Emergency Situations

When ABC experienced a computer virus in one of the employee’s working stations, staff realized the infected
computer was critical to ABC’s manufacturing and account efforts. Moreover, ABC’s sole internal IT employee was
absent. Fortunately, the company called the NetCenergy team, whose staff acquired remote access to the
company’s IT network within one hour of the call to resolve the issue and protect the computer from damage.

Providing Technical Knowledge

By working closely with NetCenergy, Company ABC’s machinery and equipment received a comprehensive
upgrade regarded as top in the industry. With an in-depth upgrade of ABC’s software and hardware applications,
the client benefitted from NetCenergy’s extensive technology expertise and responsive nature. The outsourced IT
department’s insource staffing program also made helpful recommendations for hiring new internal staff to keep
ABC company’s technology working at peak efficiency.

RESULTS
Technology Has Allowed Growth

NetCenergy worked closely with Company ABC to implement product recommendations that were crucial for
increasing Company ABC’s efficiency and facilitating growth. With the utilization of top-industry/industry-grade
technology, NetCenergy significantly improved ABC’s ability to scale operations efficiently and effectively,
subsequently expediting the client’s overall development. Company ABC now leverages the cutting-edge
technology they require for boosting revenue and ensuring consistent growth.

Staying Ahead of Competition

Because of the technological advancements NetCenergy provided, ABC had the ability to stay ahead of their
competition. The company utilizes the leading technology and has access to NetCenergy’s reliable, customized
services. Having a trusted IT team as a complementary extension of the internal staff became an invaluable
resource for Company ABC, subsequently taking the client’s efficiency capabilities to the next level.

Getting Daily Operations Up and Running After Viruses
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As NetCenergy eradicated the virus, the staff worked diligently to resolve the IT issue at hand. With prior
experience in the company’s network, NetCenergy was highly familiar with Company ABC’s technological
infrastructure, which accelerated the repair process. The client’s daily operations were quickly restored within 4-6
hours, and NetCenergy managed to protect the company’s informational database. ABC has been a loyal client of
NetCenergy for over five years, a testament to how NetCenergy is instrumental in providing an unmatched level of
expertise and service while sharing cutting-edge, cost-effective solutions that help companies grow.

